




Men’s fashion is boring. Many popular clothing brands tend to design menswear with the same 
pieces: shirts, pants, shorts, and jackets, all oversized.1 But why? What caused it to be so 
constricted? Answer: gender conformity. This notion of “manliness” has plagued how people have 
viewed fashion by putting menswear into this box of basic pieces with little variety, pushing 
consumers away. Masculinity is “unappealing to a generation that places the utmost value on 

authenticity and self-actualization.”1 Gender roles are restrictive, but Gen Z’s rejection of the 
binary is becoming more popular. So, how can designers break through the barriers of what it means 

to be “masculine” to appeal to the new generation of consumers? 

The “10s Across the Board” collection for Off-White can break that barrier. Virgil Abloh’s vision The “10s Across the Board” collection for Off-White can break that barrier. Virgil Abloh’s vision 
for Off-White “was to translate the culture which the designer surrounded [himself] by onto the 

world stage; in high fashion, and beyond.”2 The brand is “rooted in current culture at a 
taste-level particular to now” and embraces “the now in a sophisticated manner,” referring to the 
current rising trend of streetwear.3 This collection for the 2025 season will uphold the brand’s 
contemporary ideals while broadening its reach to a broader Gen Z audience by joining queer 

culture with the current black, hip-hop style of Off-White. By embracing the growing trend of soft 
masculinity, the brand can satisfy a large group of Gen Z consumers who want more gender-bending 

clothing for men and masculine-presenting non-binary people.

With this collection, Off-White would be seen as a brand wishing to uplift the black and LGBTQ+ 
communities while addressing the high demand for fashion-forward, gender-bending menswear. It 

would open the doors for more inclusivity and representation of the LGBTQ+ community in the luxury 
fashion industry.
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“He made me feel comfortable with how I identify 
sexually simply by his display of freedom from and 

irreverence for the archaic idea of gender 
conformity.”

 - Frank Ocean on Prince

Executive Summary



Within the past few decades, the growing market of gender-bending fashion has been 
led by black queer men. Billy Porter’s suit dress at the Oscars and Lil Nas X’s 
pink cowboy outfit at the Grammy’s have taken what is typically masculine and 
added a sense of femininity.1 This concept, known as soft masculinity, addresses 
“an affinity for the gender-bending aesthetic [that] has firmly established itself 
as a part of the changing identity of men.”2 The rejection of gender roles, 
highlighted by Frank Ocean’s statement on Prince’s fashion influence on him is 
becoming more and more popular, with black queer men leading the movement. becoming more and more popular, with black queer men leading the movement. 
There’s been a multitude of black designers that have revolutionized streetwear. 
Willi Smith, for example, a gay black man from Philadelphia, set the bar for 
streetwear with his gender-non-conforming couture.3 A lot of Smith’s aesthetics 
came from the culture around him, like “photographs of Black life in Harlem, drag 
balls, and his mother and grandmother’s style.”3 In addition, designer Shayne 
Oliver “exposed” the queer subculture of Harlem by having people voguing and 
dancing, inspired by ballroom culture, at his 2014 fashion show.3 This was 
revolutionary because it brought the young queer and transgender black and Latino 
communities into the spotlight of fashion, highlighting the need for gender 
inclusivity in fashion.
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Evolving Market

The evolution of contemporary streetwear came from different 
aspects of culture; “hip hop was one of them, and Williwear was 

another one of them,” which draws attention to the intersection of 
two sides of black culture.3 Along with gender non-conforming 

clothing, many black designers use their platform and creativity 
to discuss important issues that plague the black community, which 
is essential to the Gen Z consumer. Designer James Flemons said 

that “the mainstreaming of streetwear did not just erase its queer 
origins, but the style’s cultivation in low-income Black 

neighborhoods,” essentially highlighting how the black and LGBTQ+ 
community aren’t recognized enough for popularizing streetwear.3 
Queer black designers have helped start the fight for inclusivity 
with gender-fluid and non-conforming clothing and recognition for 

how they have made streetwear popular. The idea of the 
intersection of blackness, being queer, and masculinity is a 

growing market in fashion and will surely drive the industry into growing market in fashion and will surely drive the industry into 
the future. 
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Virgil Abloh’s vision for Off-White “was to translate the culture which the 
designer surrounded [himself] by onto the world stage; in high fashion, and 
beyond.”1 The key purchase drivers important for the target customer include 
brands embracing inclusivity, cultural preservation, and sustainability. Gen 
Z, around 25% of the US population, is “expected to represent more than 60% 
of the Global Personal Luxury Market by 2025.”1 A significant aspect of what 
motivates Gen Z shoppers is authenticity, individuality, gender inclusivity, 

and sustainability. They must be able to find clothing that fits their 
aesthetic while also buying from authentic and sustainable brands.2 Buying 
from luxury brands while looking for environmentally friendly pieces is a 
large part of the customer’s values. In addition, they respond to brands 

that advocate for equality and preservation of culture, especially for their 
respective communities. Now that the LGBTQ+ community has a considerable 
presence in the media, it’s essential to investigate how it has shaped 

modern streetwear. The style of the queer, particularly the black community, 
came from the New York ballroom scene, which helped push queer culture into 

the mainstream.3 

Virgil Abloh supported the LGBTQ community and released the "I Support All 
Forms of Love" collection with a rainbow-tinged T-shirt and matching 
industrial belts.4 In addition, he expressed that "it is vital that we 
continue to work together to continue their legacies in uplifting all 
persons and support our peers who are leading the way in this battle."4 
However, there is an opportunity to do more and push this vision forward 
with apparel that uplifts the Black AND Queer community. The 2025 "10s 
Across The Board" collection for Off-White will do just that. As part of 
this creative director's "intrapreneurial strategy," the collection will 
utilize these purchase drivers to appeal to the growing Gen Z consumer base 
who values the queer aesthetic. 
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There’s been a multitude of black designers that have revolutionized streetwear. Willi Smith, 
for example, a gay black man from Philadelphia, set the bar for streetwear with his 

gender-non-conforming couture.1 A lot of Smith’s aesthetics came from the culture around him, 
like “photographs of Black life in Harlem, drag balls, and his mother and grandmother’s style 
in Philadelphia.”1 He created clothes for everyday people, which brought him success within 

the black and LGBTQ+ community. More recently, Shayne Oliver also designed 
gender-non-conforming clothing by launching Hood By Air, which helped advance Virgil Abloh’s 
success.
inspired by ballroom culture, at his 2014 fashion show. This was revolutionary because it 
brought the young queer and transgender black and Latino communities into the spotlight of 

fashion. Another influential black designer Telfar Clemens’ fall 2020 collection, highlighting 
leather and denim paired with calf and knee-length boots, changed the possibilities of the 
future of menswear.2 Sultan’s article mentions that “The junction to contemporary streetwear 
came from different paths. And hip hop was one of them, and Willi Smith and Williwear was 
another one of them” and that the “two junctions merged to create contemporary streetwear,” 

which draws attention to the intersection of two sides of black culture. which draws attention to the intersection of two sides of black culture. 

Along with gender non-conforming clothing, many black designers use their platform and 
creativity to discuss important issues that plague the black community. Before his death, 
Along with gender non-conforming clothing, many black designers use their platform and 
creativity to discuss important issues that plague the black community. Before his death, 
Willi Smith advocated for inclusion and accessibility when designing. Black designer James 
Flemons said that “the mainstreaming of streetwear did not just erase its queer origins, but 
the style’s cultivation in low-income Black neighborhoods,” essentially discussing how the 
black and LGBTQ+ community aren’t recognized enough for popularizing streetwear.1 He also 

mentioned the double standards of streetwear fashion; when white people wear it, it’s trendy 
and black people are criminalized and profiled for it. and black people are criminalized and profiled for it. 

Black, Queer Designers
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